PitBullTax Releases New Version of
Fully Integrated IRS Tax Resolution
Software
CORAL SPRINGS, Fla., Oct. 13, 2015 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — PitBullTax
Software version 3.0 is now available. Designed for tax professionals who are
seeking to take their tax resolution business to the next level, this new and
more robust version packs one mean bite. With the available fully integrated
IRS transcript delivery, analysis and reporting module, it continues to raise
the bar as the nation’s leading IRS tax resolution software for CPAs,
enrolled agents and tax attorneys.
PitBullTax is offering a seven-day free trial so users can see first-hand how
this new IRS tax resolution software version will help them unleash its power
to put them in total control of their business and cases.
For the past five years PitBullTax listened to its customers and incorporated
their feedback and ideas, as well as its own innovations and enhancements
into a faster, smarter and more powerful version.
“Our software’s proprietary logic has always promoted efficiency and
aggressive advocacy,” Jaime S. Buchwald, CPA and CEO of PitBullTax Software,
says. “But now we put the previous version on massive steroids.”
Version 3.0 supports all IRS resolution forms, handles complex calculations
and prepares comprehensive supporting schedules. Some new features include:
customizable modules, increased management analytics, enhanced scenario
simulations and white labeling.
Tax pros who use PitBullTax Software Version 3.0 will be guided through a
logical step-by-step approach to workflow; and be able to quickly evaluate
whether their client is a more likely candidate for an Offer in Compromise,
Installment Agreement, or Currently Not Collectible status.
This cloud-based IRS tax resolution software also easily prepares engagement
letters, calculates suggested professional fees, provides expert tips and
techniques, uses a consumer-friendly client questionnaire, allows for various
billing options, and much more. Novices and pros alike will greatly benefit.
So, when the IRS attacks – bite back with PitBullTax Software Version 3.0.
About PitBullTax Software:
Currently with users in all 50 states, PitBullTax Software was developed by a
dedicated team of professionals with more than 100 years of combined
successful IRS collection resolution and information technology applications
experience. This knowledge is embedded in the software’s DNA to provide the
best possible resolution for each IRS collection case.

Different packages are available – single user licenses and various multiuser licenses. There are no set up or maintenance fees; no contracts; no
downloads; and free technical support. Licenses start at $89.97 per month.
For more information, visit: http://www.pitbulltax.com/.
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